Simon Says Stamp – Hexagon Background

Technique: die cutting/heat embossing/watercolor  
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 30 - 45 minutes

STAMPS:
Simon Says Stamp Hexagon Background

INKS:
VersaMark embossing ink
Gansai Tambi Watercolors

ACCESSORIES:
Die cutting machine
SSS – Cosmos Stem
SSS – Poppy Stem
SSS – Wishing You Joy sentiment die
Foam Squares
Bearly Art Glue
½” Score-Tape
SSS – Rainbow Party Sequins
Score Pal Mini

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
White Hammermill #100 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base.
Watercolor paper 4 x 5-1/4 – card front
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut three flowers
SSS Green Apple 2 x 3-1/2 – front sentiment
Vellum 2 x 3-1/2 – sentiment shadow

DIRECTIONS:

1. Place the Hexagon Background stamp face up in the Misti, after removing the stamping pad.
2. Place some adhesive on the back of a piece of watercolor paper and place it face down onto the stamp.
3. Close the lid of the Misti to secure the watercolor paper to the lid.
4. Ink the stamp with VersaMark Ink and then close the lid of the Misti to transfer the ink to the watercolor paper.
5. Cover the entire stamped surface with white embossing powder, shake off the excess and heat set.
6. Cut the piece down to 4 x 5-1/4 and use the score tape to attach it to the top folding A2 sized card base.

**TIP** – the watercolor paper may be a bit warped. The scor tape is very strong and will do a great job of securing it firmly to your card base giving you a professional finished look.

7. Die cut the three flowers and use foam squares to attach them down the left side of the card.
8. Die cut the sentiment from the green apple card stock and attach it with the Bearly Art Glue to the die cut vellum shadow background.
9. Use small pieces of the foam squares hidden behind the letters to attach the sentiment to the bottom center of the card.
10. Add a few of the florescent gold sequins from the Rainbow Party Sequins Mix.

Happy Stamping

Simon Says Cling Stamp HEXAGON...
[ SSS ]
Simon Says Stamp COSMOS STEM Wafer...
[ SSS ]
Simon Says Stamp POPPY STEM Wafer Die...
[ SSS ]
Simon Says Stamp WISHING YOU JOY...
[ SSS ]
Kuretake Gansai Tambi 48 Solids...
[ SBC ]
Simon Says Stamp Sequins RAINBOW...
[ SSS ]
Therm O Web 0.5 INCH PURPLE TAPE Easy...

[ SSS ]

Spellbinders PLATINUM Die Cutting and...

[ SSS | SPL ]

T016 Spellbinders TOOL 'N ONE at...
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Studio Katia EMBELLISHMENT WAND sk014...

[ SSS ]

Studio Katia TRIANGLE TRAY sk2119 at...

[ SSS ]

Scrapbook Adhesives THIN 3D 217 WHITE...
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Bearly Art THE ORIGINAL Precision...

[ SSS ]

Scor-Tape 0.25 Inch Crafting Tape at...

[ SSS ]

Hammermill WHITE 100 LB SMOOTH...
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Simon Says Stamp VELLUM SSSVEL12 at...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Ranger WATERCOLOR PAPER Surfaces...
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